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Introduction  
 
The Medicaid Data Aggregation and Access Program (MDAAP) is an incentive-based 
program that will provide health information technology (HIT) infrastructure support to 
Vermont Medicaid providers in order to increase HIT use and connectivity to the state’s 
health information exchange. The program’s initial focus is on  mental health providers, 
substance use disorder (SUD) treatment providers, and long-term services and supports 
providers that predominantly serve the Medicaid population. Details about the MDAAP 
including program eligibility requirements can be found at the program website: 
https://healthdata.vermont.gov/mdaap. A web-based application tool to manage MDAAP 
applications and payments, called State Level Repository, Attestation, and Incentive 
Tracking (SLAIT) has been developed. Eligible providers participating in MDAAP will use 
SLAIT to submit their initial applications and subsequent milestone attestations. SLAIT is 
accessed through the Provider Medicaid Portal on the Vermont Medicaid website. This 
SLAIT User Guide has been developed to assist providers in accessing SLAIT and to 
provide guidance on how to complete each screen and submit their applications. 

 
 

How to Access SLAIT 
 

Eligible providers will access the SLAIT attestation by going to the Vermont Medicaid Portal 
(vtmedicaid.com), under the heading “Transaction” selecting “Login” and entering their user 
id and password. The direct link to the logon is: https://vtmedicaid.com/secure/logon.do  

 
 

https://healthdata.vermont.gov/mdaap
https://vtmedicaid.com/#/home
https://vtmedicaid.com/#/home
https://vtmedicaid.com/secure/logon.do
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The SLAIT program can then be accessed from the main page via the blue “Click here to 
connect to SLAIT” link, or by choosing it from the list under the Secure Options tab. 
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Once SLAIT is chosen, if multiple eligible Medicaid provider ids are linked to the trading 
partner id, those ids will be listed in a drop down. Providers will select the appropriate 
Medicaid provider id.  

Note: Only Medicaid provider ids that have a valid provider type and specialty for the 
MDAAP program will be listed. The SLAIT Provider Selection window below will only 
appear if there are multiple eligible providers ids associated to the trading partner id.  
When there are not multiple id’s associated, the User will be directed to the Incentive 
Payment Program (IAP) page and will not see the SLAIT Provider Selection window. 

 

     
 

IAP – Incentive Application Program window 

            

 

 

Starting an Application in SLAIT   
 

To begin a new attestation application the User will click on “New Application” in the 
right-hand corner of the IAP window.  

     

A new window will be presented “Start a new application”. On the window the provider id 
will be displayed. The User will see the provider is known to Vermont Medicaid as either 
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an individual or a group. In the example below the provider is enrolled with Vermont 
Medicaid as an individual. 

 
 

The User will then progress to enter the Submitter’s Name (person filling out the 
application), submitter phone number and the email address where notifications should 
be directed. To save this information and progress through the application the User will 
click on “Create” at the bottom of the window.      

 
 

Step 1: Provider Information 
 

The “Medicaid Data Aggregation and Access Program Application Form” is presented. 
Step 1 is to complete the Provider Information. The User will see the Provider ID and 
National Provider Identifier (NPI) (if applicable) are prepopulated based on the id 
chosen at the start of the application process. Individuals/solo providers will enter the 
Practice Name and select the Provider Name using the drop-down.  Groups will enter 
the Practice Name. 

 
 

Click on after each step to advance to the next step in the application 
process.  Note: The information entered is saved when clicking Next. 
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Step 2: Provider Physical Address 
 

Select the Provider’s Physical Address using the drop-down. Optional addresses from 
the Medicaid Management Information System will be presented. Click              to save 
the information and move to the next section.  

 
 

Step 3: Provider Mailing Address 
 

Select the Provider Mailing Address using the drop-down.  

 

 
Step 4: Provider Alternate Contact 
Enter alternate contact information if applicable. 
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Step 5: Participation Track 
 

Check the DA (Designated Agency) or SSA (Special Services Agency) box if applicable.  
Use the drop-down to select the Participation Track. 
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Each “Track” will display the track’s required documentation for the initial milestone, to be 
uploaded when the application is submitted. For example, when Track 1 is selected, text 
is displayed that a signed participation agreement to implement the certified electronic 
health record technology (CEHRT) milestone is required. For more information on 
milestone documentation requirements, please visit the following link: 
https://healthdata.vermont.gov/mdaap/milestone-attestation-documentation-
requirements 

 
 

Once the Track has been chosen the User will attach/upload all supporting 
documentation that supports the Track chosen. By clicking on the up arrow within the 
cloud depicted in the screenshot below, the option to upload/attach documents is 
available. 

 
The following screen is presented. “BROWSE FILE” can be clicked to locate supporting 
documentation to upload, or a file can be dragged and dropped to the space. The box 
next to “I accept” must be checked, and the provider’s name entered, before you can hit 
the ‘Submit’ button. 

 

https://healthdata.vermont.gov/mdaap/milestone-attestation-documentation-requirements
https://healthdata.vermont.gov/mdaap/milestone-attestation-documentation-requirements
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Please note there is the ability to upload multiple files if needed. After uploading the first 
file, the button “+ Add Document” appears and can be clicked to upload additional files. 
If an error was made in the file upload, the red garbage icon can be used to delete files. 

 
 

 
Step 6: Medicaid Provider Type and Specialty 
 

Step 6 displays the applying/attesting provider’s Vermont Medicaid provider type and 
specialty. To confirm the display the User will check the box next to the Type Code.  The 
User may then click “Next” to be directed to Step 7. 

 
 

 

Step 7: Patient Volume 
 

Patient Volume is Step 7. The volume information consists of patient volume information 
from a 90-day time frame. The 90-day time frame can be within the previous calendar 
year or within the previous 12 months. Once the patient volume start date is selected, the 
end date, 90-days later, is automatically calculated. In the example below the patient 
volume time frame is January 1, 2023, through March 31, 2023.  

 
If an invalid patient volume start date is selected, you will receive a warning message 
that the date range is invalid. 
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Attesting Groups and Facilities will see a Group Definition section. A Group Definiton 
must be supplied that includes the complete set of Billing NPIs and Medicaid IDs across 
all client service programs defining the Group. The plus sign can be used to add the 
applicable IDs and NPIs. A word document or spreadsheet containing the Group 
definition can also be uploaded as an attachment to the patient volume section. 

 

 

Within the Patient Volume section, individual/solo providers may choose one or more 
clinical sites where they practice, to calculate their patient volume. Please note that at 
least one MDAAP-participating practice site must be within the State of Vermont.  

Attesting Groups and Facilities must also add the clinical location addresses used in the 
calculation of their Group patient volume. Group patient volume must incorporate all 
encounters under the set of billing NPIs and Medicaid IDs that define the Group. 

To add clinical locations the User will click on the “+” sign next to Add clinical location 
address. 

 
 

The User will then proceed to enter the patient volume data: 
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*** The patient volume percentage is multiplied by the administrative State Adjustment 
Factor of 0.9763 to arrive at the Medicaid patient volume of MDAAP. All providers are 
required to have a minimum Medicaid patient volume of at least 20%. A volume of 
19.5% will be rounded up to 20%. *** 

 

 
 

Providers are required to submit a patient volume spreadsheet with the supporting 
numerator and denominator data. Fields required to be included on the spreadsheet 
and a template can be found at: https://healthdata.vermont.gov/mdaap/medicaid-
patient-volume-requirements To complete Step 7 regarding patient volumes upload the 
supporting patient volume spreadsheet in the field below then click “Next”.  

 

 
 

Providers are advised to save all documentation supporting their attestation for a 
period of 6 years in case of audit. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

https://healthdata.vermont.gov/mdaap/medicaid-patient-volume-requirements
https://healthdata.vermont.gov/mdaap/medicaid-patient-volume-requirements
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Step 8: Acknowledgement 
 

To certify the information reported is true, accurate and complete the User will click on 
the box next to “I Accept” in Step 8, the Acknowledgment. 

  

 
 

After the above field is completed, the User will “free form” enter their name. This should 
be the name of the person completing the application/attestation. The date field will 
automatically default to the current date. 

 

 
 

At the end of Step 8 is the option to “Submit”. This button should be clicked on once Steps 
1-7, and the Acknowledgement and Name fields have been completed. Submission 
indicates the application/attestation is complete and ready for the State Administrator to 
review. 
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The User will receive notification (email supplied at time of application/attestation) that 
their SLAIT application has been submitted for review. Example notification below: 

 
 

 

State Review/Approval 
 

The State Administrator will review the submitted attestation data. If it is found additional 
information or documentation is needed to progress the submission to an approved 
status, the Administrator will contact the User/submitter through the email entered in 
SLAIT.  

Upon approval of the supplied application data and milestone attestation 
documentation, a payment will be made to the provider and the status will be changed 
to “Payment Approved”. The provider will receive an email notification when an 
application/attestation has been approved. Example notification below: 
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Gainwell Technologies will act as the fiscal intermediary for the MDAAP program and will 
provide the approved payment via electronic funds transfer (EFT) to the account 
information on file with Vermont Medicaid for the provider/group. In the event there is no 
EFT information on file, the payment will be mailed in the form of a paper check to the 
address on file.  Payments and adjustments will be shown on the provider’s Remittance 
Advice Summary for the week the financial transaction takes place. When the payment 
is finalized the application status will be changed to “Completed”. Providers can access 
their application/attestation at any point to see if the status has been updated.  
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Submitting Attestations for Additional Milestones 
 

After the initial application and milestone has been approved, the provider can login to 
SLAIT and submit additional milestones when ready. When logged into SLAIT, the 
following screen will display, showing the initial application and associated milestone 
was approved.  

 
 

To attest to the next milestone, click the three vertical dots under the column labeled 
“Action”. 

 
 

When the three vertical dots are clicked, three options appear: Download, Milestones, 
and View details. To proceed with another milestone submission, click “Milestones”. 
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Clicking “Milestones” will bring you to the following screen. The top section has data 
from the Approved Application, including name, address, Medicaid ID, NPI, and track 
selection. The bottom half of the screen displays the Attestation Milestones. In this 
example, the milestone Signed Participation Agreement to Implement CEHRT was the 
initial milestone, and the “State” column indicates this milestone was ‘Approved’ in 
green. 
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To submit another milestone, hover over the three vertical dots under the ‘Action’ 
column. The word ‘Edit” will appear next to a pencil. Click “Edit” to proceed”. 

 
 

In this example, the milestone Signed Scope of Services Agreement to implement 
CEHRT was selected. The following screen will display. 
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Supporting documentation for the milestone must be uploaded. Under the cloud icon, 
click 'BROWSE FILE’ and select the file you want to upload. After uploading a file there 
is the option to upload additional supporting documents as needed using the “+ Add 
Document” icon. 

 
 

The accept box must be checked and the provider’s name entered before one is able to 
hit the Submit button. 
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Downloading Application 
 

A copy of the application and associated milestones can be downloaded from SLAIT 
and saved. It is advised that all MDAAP applicants download and save a copy of their 
attestation for their own records and in case of audit. Clicking the three dots under the 
Action column will display the Download option. Clicking ‘Download’ will download a 
copy of your entire application and associated milestones. 

 
 

 

Viewing Application 
 

Clicking the three dots under the Action column also displays the View details option 
next to a magnifying glass. Clicking View details displays the initial application data, 
including name, phone number, email, address, alternate contact, participation track, 
provider type and specialty, patient volume, and the acknowledgement section. 
Additional milestone attestations are not displayed.  
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State Review/Denial 
  

If a MDAAP application/attestation is denied an incentive payment, the State 
Administrator will notify the provider via email. The letter will be sent to the email within 
SLAIT supplied at the time of submission. A description of the results of the review and 
any identified discrepancies will be included in the notification. Providers can submit a 
request for reconsideration, which will be the first step in the appeal process. There will 
be a period of 30 days from the receipt of the denial notification to file for 
reconsideration. Further information regarding Reconsideration and Appeals can be 
found here: https://healthdata.vermont.gov/mdaap/reconsideration-appeals 

 

 

 

Additional Information/Notes 
 

The MDAAP Team is available to assist providers. They can be reached at: Apply for 
MDAAP/Contact Us | Health Data (vermont.gov). Complete the form page presented 
and a team member will reply to assist you with your questions. You can also send an 
email to the MDAAP team mailbox at AHS.DVHAMDAAP@vermont.gov.  

The MDAAP Team has published Webinars and provided Slide presentations regarding 
a High-Level Overview of MDAAP, Medicaid Patient Volume for Solo Providers, 
Medicaid Patient Volume for Group Practices/Facilities and Program Track 1. 
Information is located at: Webinars & Office Hours | Health Data (vermont.gov) 

  

 

 

 

 

 

https://healthdata.vermont.gov/mdaap/reconsideration-appeals
https://healthdata.vermont.gov/mdaap/apply-mdaapcontact-us
https://healthdata.vermont.gov/mdaap/apply-mdaapcontact-us
mailto:AHS.DVHAMDAAP@vermont.gov
https://healthdata.vermont.gov/mdaap/mdaap-webinars-office-hours
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